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Shejun was busy advising, “Elder Little Leaf, hurry up and worship, it’s too late to wait.”

Ancient Slave Little Leaf snorted angrily, “I won’t worship, I haven’t even found him to settle the
matter of killing my family’s master, and still attempting to make me worship his master, it’s
ridiculous.”

Shejun sighed, “Alas, I can only help you so far, and also, I won’t let you touch a single hair of the
minister.”

Ancient Slave Little Leaf raged, “She Jun, I’m not afraid to tell you that a good sister of mine may come
to Heavenly Jewel City today, are you sure you want to stop me?”

“Uh, who?”

“Liang Jinhua, she’s my best friend in the Flying Cloud Sect.”

“Uh, Liang Jinhua?”She wondered if she had heard correctly, wasn’t Liang Jinhua also one of my
youngest subordinates?

“Yes, Liang Jinhua, and also, Liang Jinhua will most likely bring Ping Qiu Yue with her to Tian Bao City,
with my relationship with Liang Jinhua, who do you think it’s advantageous for today?”

Shejun was stunned again, “Ping Qiu Yue?He’s coming too?”

Other people didn’t know, but She Jun was very clear, whether it was Ping Qiu Yue or Liang Jin Hua,
that was my youngest brother ah.Unexpectedly, both Pinqiu Yue and Liang Jinhua would come to
Tianbao City.

She Jun had guessed that the two of them had come to Tian Bao City, they must have come for Omi,
representing the Tang family’s sacrifice to the heavens, the Tang family really had pride. Remember
the URL .kanshu8.net

Unfortunately, Ancient Slave Little Leaf didn’t seem to know why Liang Jinhua and Ping Qiu Yue had
come to Tian Bao City, and thought that with her relationship with Liang Jinhua, she could definitely
invite them to become the Ancient Slave Family’s VIPs.

No wonder, Ancient Slave Little Leaf acted like she had nothing to fear.

She could only offer a bitter smile, but She didn’t bother to tell the truth to the ancient slave, so she
would naturally know when they arrived.

Gu Nu Xiaoye grunted and turned around to walk away, since She Jun was going to protect Omi, she
couldn’t touch Omi today.

That Gu Nuyan also followed and walked back to the location of their Gu Nuyan family.



That Gu Nuyen was busy asking, “Who is the Liang Jinhua and Ping Qiu Yue?Is he also an elder of the
Flying Cloud Sect?”

“Yes, Liang Jinhua is my very good friend in the Flying Cloud Sect, a woman, and Ping Qiu Yue, Liang
Jinhua’s secret lover in the Flying Cloud Sect, and also, a mid-ranked elder.”

“Ah, a mid-ranked elder.”That Gu Nuyan was shocked, busy saying, “, a mid-rank would come to
Heavenly Jewel City?”

“Well!”

“Wow, so, then, can we invite them to be our family’s guest of honor?”Gu Nu Yan was busy.

What about Gu Nu, with my relationship with Liang Jinhua, this is just a small matter, besides, Liang
Jinhua would choose to come to Tianbao City to play, maybe it’s for me, she said before that she
would come to our family as a guest, this Tianbao City City meeting, it’s the right time.”

“Great, how about letting the other families know that we, the Ancient Slave Family, have a mid-level
elder of the Flying Cloud Sect as a guest.The previous month, the family had only invited a Shejun, as if
it was proud, and now, our family has two Flying Cloud Sect Elders, one of them is a mid-level elder,
this face, hmm, who else.”

“Alright, I’m not sure if Liang Jinhua will definitely come today, don’t be happy yet.”

“Okay, right, Little Leaf, did the Ancient Slave Seal Hall really just die in vain?”

“How is that possible, but that Omi was able to kill the Ancient Slave Seal Hall, although I don’t know if
he has any magic, but it also means that he is not simple, besides, that Shejun is still willing to be his
subordinate, which is not very unusual, so we can only put it aside for now and wait for Liang Jinhua
and Elder Ping to come and test it out.”

“Well, that’s all there is to it.”

At this moment, over at the Tang Family.

Omi said with a dissatisfied face, “What the hell is Ping Qiu Yue up to, they haven’t even come yet.”

Next to her, She Jun was busy saying, “It was really young minister who told them to come, hehe, that
ancient slave, Little Ye, thought Liang Jinhua was after her.”

Omi snorted, “They

How dare the two of them not worship me, I will make them regret it.”

“Ugh.”Shejun sighed.

Soon, there were more and more children in the holy temple, and children from various families were
coming one after another.

At this moment, at the entrance of the holy temple, a twelve-year-old girl came running.

“Stop.”

“I’m Lie Yue Xinyi of the Lie Yue Family, let me in.”Yan Xinyi said.



Easily, Yan Xingyi entered the Holy Temple.

Only that there were a large number of people in the holy temple, this holy temple was very large,
from the outside, it looked like it was just a small tower, but when you walked inside, you realized that
there was a lot of space.

Yan Xinyi immediately came to the group of children of the Lie Yue Family, several girls from the Lie
Yue Family knew her, after all, Yan Xinyi had also spent some time in the Lie Yue Family.

Yan Xinyi didn’t know why she came here, she could have escaped, but running away wasn’t an option
because she was alone and had nowhere to hide, so she might as well fight it out.I heard that on the
Temple, when a family child could fight, if she brought glory to the family, she would be valued by the
family and the family would cultivate her.Therefore, Yan Xinyi must become an outstanding Lie Yue
Family child today, and be discovered by the elders of the Lie Yue Family, so that she could not only
get rid of Lie Yue Lu’s control, but also have a place to stay.

However, when Yan Xin Yi was standing in the group of children, Yan Xin Yi was suddenly shocked.

Yan Xin Yi unintentionally looked at a certain direction of the sanctuary and saw a familiar and
unfamiliar face, that person, who was sitting so prominently at the family head’s seat.

The person Yan Xin Yi saw was precisely Omi, except that it wasn’t the grown-up Omi she was familiar
with, but the Omi who hadn’t yet grown up period.

“Wind, Wind-er?”Yan Xinyi was dumbstruck.

Others might not be sure that this Omi was the grown-up Omi, but Yan Xin Yi was sure, because in the
mortal realm, Omi was the one she raised ah, how could she not know.

“Oh my god, is it really Windy?”Yan Xinyi couldn’t believe her eyes.

It was just that at the moment, it seemed that the ceremony was about to begin, and the position
where Yan Xin Yi was standing was too small to rush out.

So, Yan Xin Yi could only wait silently, her eyes unblinkingly watching Omi.

Just at this moment, two people walked in at the entrance of the Holy Temple, it was Ping Qiu Yue and
Liang Jinhua.

The two of them had just arrived.

From time to time, Ancient Slave Little Leaf looked at the doorway as if she was waiting for something,
and finally, she saw the person she wanted to see.

Ancient Slave Little Leaf came out in surprise, while shouting loudly, “Golden Flower.”

She shouted so loudly that the entire temple heard her and looked towards her, only, no one knew
who it was.

When Liang Jinhua saw Ancient Slave Little Leaf, she smiled and said, “Little Leaf.”

Ancient Slave Little Leaf excitedly shook Liang Jinhua’s hand and said, “Little Leaf, I didn’t expect you
to really come.”



“Uh-huh, yeah.”

Ancient Slave Little Leaf looked towards Elder Ping and bowed deeply, “Greeting Elder Ping.”

Elder Ping hmmed casually, his eyes seemed to be searching for Omi.

Ancient Slave Little Leaf saw that everyone was now looking at them and immediately introduced to
everyone with pride, “Everyone, quiet down.”

The sanctuary quieted down.

“Next, let me introduce you, this is Ping Qiu Yue, a mid-level elder of the Flying Cloud Sect; this is
Liang Jin Hua, also an elder of the Flying Cloud Sect.Today, thanks to the loving care of Elder Liang
Jinhua, she has specially brought Elder Ping Qiu Yue to visit me in Tian Bao City, so let’s welcome the
two elders with a warm applause.”

“Pah-pah.”All the sons and daughters of the Ancient Nun Family immediately burst into a warm
applause, everyone’s face felt filled with pride and pride, this was really a long face, it seemed that the
supreme elder of their family was quite good at making connections in the Flying Cloud Sect, even the
middle level elders had come to visit.
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